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Abstract. Any function K : V × V −→ R is called a kernel on V and we
denote by C(V × V ) the space of kernels. If we label the elements of V ,
then each kernel
can be identify with the matrix of order |V | · |V | given by

K = K(x, y) x,y∈V . The symmetric kernels such that K(x, y) ≤ 0 for x 6= y
play a fundamental role in many areas of applied mathematics. They can be
identified with symmetric Z-matrices of order |V |. Moreover, if for t ∈ R we
consider Kt = K + tI, the matrix identified with Kt is positive definite for t
large enough and hence it is an M -matrix.
In the framework of Discrete Mathematics it is usual to introduce the kernels as the main operators on a network. In this work we study boundary
value problems for Schrödinger operators and we consider eigenvalue problems
for boundary value problems with respect to a weight. As far as we know this
is the first time that this type of problems is considered in the discrete setting.

1. Main Results
We state the Mercer Theorem for general BVP where the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are computed with respect to an arbitrary weight. In this case, the
function obtained from a Mercer-type theorem does not necessarily coincide with
the group inverse of the associated operator, but with another generalized inverse.
Then, the expression of the group inverse is obtained from the addition of suitable
projectors.
Proposition 1.1. The Green operator is singular and self-adjoint on C(F ); that
is,
Z
Z
gGq (f ) =
f Gq (g), for any f, g ∈ C(F )
F

F

and when q 6= qω then
−1
−2
L−1
q (x, y) = Gq (x, y) + λq ||ω||σq ω(x)ω(y), x ∈ V, y ∈ F

and hence, L−1
is self-adjoint on C(F ). Moreover, given σ ∈ ΩF we have that
q
Gσq (x, y) = Gq (x, y) − τσ (x)ω(y), x ∈ V, y ∈ F
and hence, Gqσ is self–adjoint on C(F ) iff σ = σq ; that is, iff τσ = 0 or equivalently
iff Gqσ = Gq . In addition, given σ
b ∈ ΩF we have that
σ
Gσ,b
b )ω(x)ω(y)−τσ (x)ω(y)−ω(x)τσ
b (y), x ∈ V, y ∈ F
qω (x, y) = Gqω (x, y)+Eqω (τσ , τσ
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σ
is self–adjoint on C(F ) iff σ
b = σ. Moreover,
and hence, Gqσ,b
ω

Gqω (x, y) = Gσ,σ
qω (x, y)+Eqω (ζσ , ζσ )ω(x)ω(y)−ζσ (x)ω(y)−ω(x)ζσ (y), x ∈ V, y ∈ F.
Now, we consider eigenvalue problems for boundary value problems with respect
to a weight. As far as we know this is the first time that this type of problems is
considered in the discrete setting.
A real number µ ∈ R is named eigenvalue of the BVP (??), with respect to
σ ∈ ΩF , if there exists a non-null function v ∈ C(F̄ ) such that
(1)

Lq (v) = µσv on F,

∂v
+ qv = 0 on FN
∂nF

and

v = 0 on FD .

H
Equivalently, µ ∈ R is an eigenvalue of (??) iff Vq−µσ
is a non trivial subspace; that
is, the problem is not regular.
If µ is an eigenvalue we say that v is an associated eigenfunction if v satisfies the
equalities in (??). In addition, V(µ) ⊂ Vq denotes the subspace of eigenfunctions
associated with µ. Observe that v ∈ C(F̄ ) is an eigenfunction associated with µ iff
Lq γ(vχF ) = µσv on F .
The self-adjointness of the BVP leads to the following results.

Lemma 1.2. Given µ, µ
b two eigenvalues of the BVP (??), then
µhu, viσ = EqF (u, v) = µ
bhu, viσ for any u ∈ V(µ) and v ∈ V(b
µ).
b, then V(µ) and V(b
µ) are orthogIn particular, EqF (u, u) = µ||u||2σ and when µ 6= µ
onal each other with respect to σ.
Bearing in mind that the finite dimensionality of Vq implies that it is a Hilbert
space with the inner product h·, ·iσ and moreover that Lq is a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator, we can prove that there exist an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions.
Although we could prove this result by using the Rayleigh quotient, see for instance
[?] for a specific weight, we give here a direct proof based on the standard Spectral
Theorem.
Theorem 1.3 (Hilbert-Schmidt Theorem). Given σ ∈ ΩF , there exist a se|F |
quence µ1 ≤ · · · ≤ µ|F | and {vj }j=1 ∈ Vqω an orthonormal system, with respect to
σ, such that
(i) Lqω (vj ) = µj σvj , j = 1, . . . , |F |.
(ii) 0 = µ1 < µ2 ; that is, µ1 = 0 is a simple eigenvalue and moreover v1 =
||ω||−1
σ ω.
(iii) If µ is an eigenvalue of the BVP (??) for q = qω with respect to σ, then
µ = µj for some j = 1, . . . , |F |.
(iv) Lqω (u) = σ

|F |
X

µj hu, vj iσ vj on F for any u ∈ Vqω .

j=2

We call sequence of eigenvalues and orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions, with
|F |
|F |
respect to σ, for the BVP (??) for q = qω , to {µσj }j=1 and {vjσ }j=1 given in the
Hilbert-Schmidt Theorem. When σ is constant; that is σ = χF , then we drop the
symbol σ in the above sequences.
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Corollary 1.4. Let q ∈ Qω (F ∪ FN ) such that q = qω + λσ on F , where λ > 0
|F |
|F |
and σ ∈ ΩF and consider {µσj }j=1 and {vjσ }j=1 the sequence of eigenvalues and
orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions, with respect to σ. Then,
(i) Lq (vjσ ) = (µσj + λ)σvjσ , j = 1, . . . , |F |.
(ii) Lq (u) = σ

|F |
X

(µσj + λ)hu, vjσ iσ vjσ on F for any u ∈ Vq .

j=1

Finally we get the discrete version of Mercer Theorem
|F |

|F |

Lemma 1.5. Let σ ∈ ΩF and consider {µσj }j=1 and {vjσ }j=1 the sequence of
eigenvalues and orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions, with respect to σ. Then, τσ =
||ω||−2
σ Gqω (σω) is given by
−4

τσ = ω||ω||F

|F |
X

(µσj )−1 hvjσ , ωi2F

−2

− ||ω||F

j=2

|F |
X

(µσj )−1 hvjσ , ωiF vjσ

j=2

and hence, Eqω (τσ , τσ ) = ||ω||F−4

|F
P|
j=2

(µσj )−1 hvjσ , ωi2F .
|F |

Corollary 1.6 (Mercer Theorem). Let σ ∈ ΩF and consider {µσj }j=1 and
|F |
{vjσ }j=1

the sequence of eigenvalues and orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions, with
respect to σ. Then,
Gσ,σ
qω (x, y) =

|F |
X
(µσj )−1 vjσ (x)vjσ (y),

x ∈ V, y ∈ F

j=2

and hence,
Gqω (x, y) =

|F |
X
(µσj )−1 vjσ (x)vjσ (y)
j=2

−||ω||−2
F

|F |
X

(µσj )−1 hvjσ , ωiF vjσ (x)ω(y) + ω(x)vjσ (y)
j=2

−4

+||ω||F

|F |
X
ω(x)ω(y)
(µσj )−1 hvjσ , ωi2F ,

x ∈ V, y ∈ F.

j=2

In addition, if for any λ > 0 we consider q = qω + λσ, then q ∈ Qω (F ∪ FN ) and
moreover
|F |
|F |
X
X
σ
−1 σ
σ
−1
Gq (x, y) =
(µj + λ) vj (x)vj (y) and Lq (x, y) =
(µσj + λ)−1 vjσ (x)vjσ (y),
j=2

j=1

x ∈ V, y ∈ F.
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